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SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF TIME AND DISTANCE-BASED FARE POLICIES
ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT

RECOMMENDATION

Receive and file report discussing time and distance-based fare policies.
ISSUE

At its May 27, 2010 meeting the Board adopted a motion directing the CEO to return
in September with recommendations on the potential for time-based andlor distancebased fares for the MTA bus and rail system. The report is to include the following
elements:
Analysis of time-based andlor distance-based fare policies adopted by other
major transit properties in the United States, and their applicability to our MTA
bus and rail system;
Analysis of current MTA fare media and fare collection technology to assess
potential for implementing a time-based andlor distance-based fare policy;
Assessment of MTA organizational structure, personnel and other strategic
changes that would be necessary to implement time-based andlor distancebased fare policy in an effective manner;

=

Literature review of academic journals since 2000 that have explored the
topic of public transit time-based andlor distance-based fares;
Three models for how a time-based andlor distance-based fare policy on the
MTA bus and rail system would be implemented, including the spectrum of
pros and cons associated with each model;

A timeline for implementing a time-based andlor distance-based fare policy
for the MTA bus and rail system, both overall and in pieces; and
Analysis of coordination necessary with other transit agencies and public
agencies to implement a time-based andlor distance-based fare policy.
DISCUSSION
For the purposes of this report, time-based and distance-based fare practices are
defined as follows:
Time-based - pricing based on the duration of use. Time-based fares are more
common as daily, weekly and monthly passes are all considered time-based fare
media. This concept can extend down to the individual trip level, creating a fully
time-based pricing system. In a time-based system, the payment of a fare entitles
the rider to unlimited use of the system for a defined period of time (typically ranging
from 1 to 2 % hours). The time frame could delineate the period during which
subsequent boardings may occur without additional payment, or it could stipulate
how long the rider may be present on a transit vehicle before their fare media
becomes invalid (e.g. after 2 hours your ticket expires and you would no longer be
considered to have valid fare payment in your possession).

-

Distance-based pricing based on the length of the trip. The fares may be
determined on a route by route basis, or a set of fare zones can be established with
incrementally increasing fares as more zones are traversed. In some cases, such as
Metrolink (Los Angeles), the rider pays for access to a defined segment of the route
system (e.g. Sylmar to Glendale).
Analvsis of Time-Based andlor Distance-Based Fare Policies Adopted bv
Other Maior Transit Properties
Staff reviewed the current pricing strategies of 244 North American transit properties
from data collected by the American Public Transportation Association (APTA).
Some form of time-based pricing is offered on 32 of 244 systems with the most
common form allowing unlimited transfers within the available time window ( I 9
properties allow transfers within a 1 to 2 % hour window). Next most common are
the 11 properties that permit one transfer within the allowable time frame (1 to 2
hours). Finally, 2 properties allow exactly 2 transfers within the available time period.
Time-based fares, particularly at the individual trip level are most appropriate in
environments where transferring is necessary (common to grid structured transit
networks such as Los Angeles). The properties offering time-based pricing are
shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
OPERATORS WITH TIME-BASED FARES lJune 20101
Breeze Card only

Atlanta GA

MARTA

X

- Free transfers within 2 hours
Charlie Card only
- Free lo cal bus transfers within 90

Boston MA

MassachusettsBay Transit Authority

X

- 5.25 discount if prepurchased
Zip Trip Card only
- 90-minute pass issued with fare

Bridgeport CT

Greater Bridgeport Transit Authority

X

Chicago IL

Chicago Transit Authority

X

payment
Chicago Card only
- Obtained for $.25 additional fare
- Unlimited transfers within 2 hours

Cleveland OH

Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority

X

- Free transfers within 150 minutes

Columbus OH

Central Ohio Transit Authority

Des Moines IA

Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority X

minutes

I-trip,2-trip.5-trip fare card users only

Request from operator

- Free transfers within 2 hours
Request from operator
- 1 free transfer within 2 hours

X

Request from operator

- Free transfer to specified route at time
Fort Collins CO

TransFort (City of Fort Collins)

X

Galveston TX

Island Transit

X

Houston TX

Metro Transit Authority of Harris County

of issue
Request from operator
- Free transfer within 1 hour

Q Card only

X

- Free transfers within 2 hours
TAP Card only

- One-way trip provided with fare
payment

- Discounted $.25 if paid with TAP Card
- 4-hour pass also available for $.50
Lancaster CA

Antelope Valley Transit Authority

Las Cruces NM

RoadRunner Transit

additional fare
Request from operator

- Up to 2 free transfers within 55 minute!

X

Easy Card users only
Miami FL

Miami-Dade Transit

X

- Free transfers to bus within 90 minute3
Go Pass only

Minneapolis MN

X

Metro

X

Montreal CANADA STM
New York NY

New York City Transit (MTA)

Oakland CA

AC Transit

X

X

Oklahoma City OK Metro Transit (City of Oklahoma City)

X

Portland OR

Tri-Met

X

Redding CA

Redding Area Bus Authority

X

Reno NV

RTC Ride (City of Reno)

X
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- Free transfers within 150 minutes
-Also available -- 6-hour event pass
OPUS Card only
- Free transfers within 2 hours
- Cannot transfer to rail if trip began on
rail
Metro Card only
- Free transfer within 90 minutes
Request from operator when Transbay
fare paid
- 1 free transfer to local bus within 2
hours
Request from operator
- Free transfers within 90 minutes
Request from operator
- Free transfers within 1 hour
- 2-hour ticket available from vending
machines
Request from operator
- Free transfers within 90 minutes
Request from operator
- Free transfers within 90 minutes

Table 1 cont'd

- Free transfer within I hour to specified

St Louis MO

St Louis Regional Transit

Syracuse NY

Central NY Regional TransportationAuthority X

- Obtained for $.75 additional fare
- Unlimited transfers within 2 hours

X

Request from operator

- Free transfer within 90 minutes
Request from operator

- Free transfer at designated transfer
Tucson AZ

locations
Request from operator
- Up to 2 free transfers within 2 hours
SmarTrip only
Free transfers within 2 hours
- Discounted $.20 from cash fare
payment

X

Toronto CANADA TTC

X

SunTran

-

Washington DC

X

WMATA

While distance-based pricing is quite common on express bus services, it is
relatively uncommon for other modes. Only 4 of 16 Heavy Rail (including Atlanta
which will introduce distance-based fares in Jan. 2012), 4 of 31 Light Rail, and 7 of
244 local bus providers (including Buffalo which will discontinue this practice in Sept.
2010) use distance-based pricing. Distance-based pricing may be less common on
non-express and rail services because the distances involved may not be lengthy
enough, or there is not a significant enough travel speed advantage over competing
transit services. Distance based fares are commonly found in systems that radiate
from a Central Business District to which most patrons are destined. The properties
offering distance-based pricing are shown in Tables 2 through 4.
TABLE 2

-

Philadelphia PA
Philadelphia PA
Camden NJ

SEPTA

Port Authority Transit Corp (PATCO)

- Points east of Camden from $1.45 to $2.70
Fares based upon distance with premium for
airport access

San Francisco CA
Oakland CA

$2.00 base fare plus $.50 for trips passing
thru Bryn Mawr
Fares based upon station pairs
- Philadelphia-Camden is $1.25

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

- $1.75 base fare up to $10.55 maximum

WMATA

Reduced fares off-peak (9:30am-3pm and
after 7pm DX only)
Regular fares from $1.95-$5.00
- Reduced fares $1.60,$2.15 or $2.75
Further discounts & transfers available thru
SmarTrip Card

Washington DC
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TABLE 3

Denver CO

Pittsburgh PA

Denver RTD

l ~ o rAuthority
t
of Allegheny County

I
Portland OR
Seattle WA
Tacoma WA

Tri-Met
Sound Transit

zone
3-zone service area (radial from CBD)
- CBD zone is free; $2.00 for 2 zones; $2.30
for 3 zones
-Weekday peak period added fare of $.75
lfor 2 & 3 zone trips
13-zone service area (radial from CBD)
- $2.00 for up to 2 zones; add $.30 for 3rd
zone
- Free fare zone within inner zone
4-zone service area
- $1.75 base fare; add $.25 per zone

TABLE 4

I

- full fare paid inbound; single zone paid

Buffalo NY

Niagara Frontier TransportationAuthority

New Jersey

New Jersey Transit

I

Philadelphia PA

I

SEPTA

outbound with balance paid upon alighting
WILL BECOME FLAT FARE IN
SEPTEMBER 2010
State is divided into fare zones
- Fares are point-to-point based upon zones
travelled
Varies from 1 to 3 zones by bus route
Base fare is $2.00 with $.50 added charge
per zone
3-zone service area (radial from CBD)
- CBD is Free Fare zone
- Local fare is $2.00; $.75 added fare per

I-

I

Pittsburgh PA

Port Authority of Allegheny County

zone
3-zone service area (radial from CBD)
- $1.95 within one zone - only with ticket
book
- $2.00 for 2 zones; $2.30 for 3 zones

Portland OR

Tri-Met

-Tickets good for 2 hours with free transfers

Redding Area Bus Authority

- $1.75 base + $.75 per zone crossing
- Full fare paid at time of boarding

3-zone service area
Redding CA

2-zone service area (city and surrounding
county)
- Free fare zone within CBD; $2.00 off-peak
anywhere
Seattle WA

King County Metro Transit
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- $2.25 peak 1 zone; $2.75 peak 2 zones

Analvsis of Current MTA Fare Media and Fare Collection Technoloav

Time-based pricing relies upon some form of receipt indicating when the fare
transaction occurred in order to validate subsequent boardings within an allowable
time window that do require an additional fare. The most common means of
providing this receipt is to issue a transfer. Other systems use magnetic or smart
card media to store the transaction information. MTA's TAP card would fulfill this
requirement.
Distance-based pricing relies on some form of receipt indicating the location of the
fare transaction andlor the valid length of trip based on the fare paid. The rider is
periodically checked (e.g. at fare zone boundaries) to determine that sufficient fare
has been paid, and occasionally added fare may be required. On buses, zone
checks are usually issued to monitor rider fare payment (for buses serving multiple
fare zones, the zone checks would be pre-punched to indicate the number of zones
paid for). On rail lines, some form of barrier would be required to enforce payment of
appropriate distance-based charges. Smart cards (such as the Metro TAP card)
could be used in lieu of fare checks on buses provided the rider "tapped off" the bus
at the end of their ride, but would still require gating of rail stations for enforcement.
Assessment of MTA Ornanizational Structure, Personnel and Other Impacts

MTA's current organizational structure places key elements of the revenue planning
and collection process throughout the organization, as follows:
Operations SBU
CEO SBU
Financial Services SBU
Communications SBU

Fare Planning
Bus Fare Enforcement (partial)
Rail Fare Enforcement
Bus Fare Enforcement (partial)
Treasury
TAP

There is no fundamental reason to change the organizational structure as a function
of the pricing approach. So long as all departments work cooperatively, the existing
structure can support either pricing scheme.
Literature Review of Academic Journals
A summary of articles published since 1999 on the subject of time-based andlor
distance-based fares is provided in Attachment A.

Generally, these studies have found that price increments should be related to the
marginal cost of serving the longer distance trips. Research has also considered
whether pricing is more likely to be profit-driven, or consumer surplus based.
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Three Models for Time-Based Pricing on the MTA Bus and Rail Svstem

For illustrative purposes, three time-based pricing models are described:
Example 1 - Payment of the base fare (by TAP card or TVM ticket) permits unlimited
boardings on the system for up to one hour. A rider who pays in cash would pay a
full fare for each boarding with no free transfer privileges. All passes would permit
unlimited boardings during their period of validity (day, week, or month).
Example 2 - Same as Example 1, except that cash paying riders would receive a
receipt permitting unlimited boardings for one hour after the time indicated on the
receipt.
Example 3 - Same as Example 1, except that base fare payment by any means
does not provide transfer privileges. Payment of a premium fare would entitle rider to
a one hour pass permitting unlimited boardings.
Pros & Cons of Time-Based Models
In general, all time-based pricing methods incentivize the use of faster services to
complete a trip. Often, these are services that are most efficient for the transit
provider to operate.
Example 1 could be implemented with existing hardware and fare media. It would
provide an incentive for TAP usage as cash payment would not provide transfer
privileges. Because some transfer boardings would no longer require fare payment
as is required under the existing MTA fare structure, a higher cash fare (estimated at
$.25) would be required to maintain existing revenue generation.
Example 2 has similar impacts to Example 1 with the added requirement of
additional hardware to vend a transfer receipt to riders paying cash fares (the former
practice of issuing transfers to operators could be reinstituted, but a vended receipt
would be preferred for operator safety and accounting reasons).
Example 3 broadens the benefit of free transfers to all cash paying riders, but at an
even higher cost as a premium fare would be required to receive the one hour pass.
The base fare could still be the same as the existing price, but the premium fare
would have to be higher than Examples 1 and 2 because fewer riders would be
contributing the added dollars to cover the cost of the free transfer boardings.
Three Models for Distance-Based Pricinn on the MTA Bus and Rail System

For illustrative purposes, three distance-based models are described:
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Example A - Would apply to Rapid & Express bus only. Fares would be based on
increments of distance with corresponding fare zone boundaries identified for each
route.
Example B -Would apply to Heavy Rail only. Fares would be based on increments
of distance or number of stations traveled with corresponding fare zone boundaries
identified for each route.
Example C -Would apply to all rail lines. Pricing would be the same as Example B.
Pros & Cons of Distance-Based Models
An overall concern with distance-based pricing approaches is that it may incentivize
the use of lower priced, slower, parallel services by those riders who cannot afford to
pay a premium fare. This requires the operator to provide duplicative services
despite tight funding constraints.
Example A could be implemented with existing hardware and fare media. Zone
checks would be issued to cash paying riders. Buses would stop at designated fare
zone boundaries so that drivers could perform fare checks. For Rapids, this method
could significantly offset the travel time advantages over associated local routes, and
the higher price of Rapid service could raise affordability issues for some riders.
Example B would require fare gates to enforce appropriate payment. Add fare
machines within the paid areas would also be required for riders who did not pay
sufficient fare at the start of their trips. TAP cards would require programming to
handle distance-based fares on rail. Some duplicative local bus service might be
retained in rail corridors because of affordability issues for some riders.
Example C has similar impacts and requirements as Example B, except that some
light rail stations cannot be fully secured with fare gates and additional manpower
might need to be considered for fare enforcement.
Tradeoffs of Time-based and Distance-based Models
The fundamental difference between these pricing approaches is paying for time or
distance consumed. Riders who pay for an allotment of time on the system are
encouraged to use the fastest services available. They may use as many services
as necessary to complete their trip so long as they can access all of them within the
time window granted. Riders who pay for distance receive no benefit for choosing
faster services (in fact they are arguably penalized because a given distance will be
covered in a shorter time). The principal rationale for distance-based pricing is that
riders who consume more service should pay more.
Time-based pricing schemes may be implemented with currently available fare
media, particularly magnetic-stripe or smart cards. However, because some
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boardings will be free to riders who are transferring, time-based pricing approaches
will require a higher base fare (other pricing elements being equal) than pay per
boarding structures. Also, unless other carriers use the same fare media, some sort
of transfer must be made available to those desiring to use multiple carriers to
complete a trip (an argument for trying to include as many carriers as possible in the
use of common fare media).
Distance-based pricing schemes are inherently more difficult to enforce. On bus
systems, they tend to slow operating speeds because of the time required for fare
zone boundary checks. On rail systems, they require some sort of platform barriers
to enforce appropriate fare payment. If distance-based pricing is not universally
applied to all services, fare media such as TAP cards become more complex to
program and support. Also, premium services always raise affordability issues for
poorer riders.
NEXT STEPS

This report serves as a technical basis for further discussions on the applicability of
time and distance-based fares for the Metro transit system. Staff will return to the
Board in October 2010 with additional information on appropriate fare structures for
Metro bus and rail services. As part of the Board motion, the request for a timeline
for implementation and necessary coordination with other agencies will also be
addressed in October.
ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A - Literature Review Since 2000
Prepared by: Conan Cheung, Deputy Executive Officer, Service Development
Dana Woodbury, Transportation Project Manager IV
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Arthur T. Leahy
Chief Executive Officer
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ATTACHMENT A
LITERATURE REVIEW SINCE 2000

1. Optimizing Distance-Based Fares and Headway of an Intercity Transportation
System with Elastic Demand and Trip Length Differentiation
By Feng-Ming Tsai, Steven I-Jy Chien, and Lazar N. Spasovic
Journal of the Transportation Research Board, Volume 2089 1 2008, pp 101-109.

The researchers developed a mathematical model for optimizing fares and headways
for intercity rail systems and applied it to the Taiwan High Speed Rail System which
connects the cities of Taipei, Taichung, and Zuoying. They found that the highest cost
and revenue per passenger mile and per passenger seat are both achieved by short
distance travelers. However, the highest profits were achieved by medium distance
travelers.
2. Optimization of Fare Structure and Service Frequency for Maximum
Profitability of Transit Systems

By I. -J. Y. Chien and Chuck F. M. Tsai
Transportation Planning and Technology, Volume 30, No. 5, October 2007, pp 477-500

They built a model for determining the maximum profit for an urban transit route by
optimizing headway and fare. They applied it to the Newark City Subway and found
that a differential time- and zone based fare structure associated with time-dependent
headways achieves the maximum profit. However, the model was unable to optimize
distance based-fare considering heterogeneous demand and fare elasticity. [Their
model also shows as vehicle costs increase, optimal headway increases and maximum
profit and optimal fare decreases.]
3. The Relationship between Fare and Travel Distance

By Finn Jorgensen and John Preston
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy
Volume 41, No. 3, University of Bath, September 2007, pp 451-468

The researchers developed a mathematical model for examining the relationship of fare
and distances and how Norwegian transit operators price their fares in relation to both
profit and consumer surplus. Their research was conducted based upon empirical
studies concerning bus and ferry transport in Norway. The research had several
findings. First they found that government bodies setting the fares weren't solely
concerned with profit.
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Second, generalized costs will increase with travel distance. If a transport operator
places equal weight on consumer surplus and profit or aims to maximize social surplus,
the increase in fare of an extra unit of distanced travel is equal to the marginal cost of
transporting the passenger the extra unit of distance regardless of the type of demand
function assumed (linear, log-linear, power function). However if transit operators put
more weight on profits, then travel distance will influence cost least when assuming a
linear demand function and the most when employing a power demand function.
Third, bus operators were more interested in running a profit than ferry operators and
the local operators were more concerned about profit than the State.
4. Travel Distance and Optimal Transport Policy

By Finn Jorgensen and John Preston
Transportation Research B, Vol. 38,2004, pp. 415-430.
Summarv
The researchers found that ordinary fares were linearly related to trip length for buses,
ferries and planes. However, the relationship for trains is weakly concave. This means
that the impact of travel distances on fares diminishes as distances increase.
Apparently their findings also confirm research done prior to 2000 that if elasticity of
demand is strongly dependent on distance, differentiated fares can maximize total
revenue according to researchers Tsai, Chien and Spasovic listed in reference one.

5. On the optimal fare policies in urban transportation
By PA1Andreas Pedersen
Transportation Research Part B, 2003, pp. 423-435.

Pederson distinguishes between several scenarios, each of which calls for a different
appropriate fare. When an excess supply exists, fares should equal the short-run
marginal cost that the last passenger imposes on the system as well as the cost
imposed on other passengers. When supply is maximally utilized, Pederson argues
that the long-run marginal cost should be used to take into account the marginal capital
costs needed to handle additional passenger loads.
6. Optimal Fare Structure for Transit Networks with Elastic Demand

By W. H. K. Lam, and J. Zhou
Journal of the Transportation Research Board, No. 1733, TRB, 2000, pp 8 -14
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Summarv
They developed a bi-level program to optimize fare structure while taking into account
passengers' response to fare and travel time.
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